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FOREWORD
The Candidates’ Items Response Analysis report (CIRA) in French Language
subject for the 2019 Advanced Certificate of Secondary Education
Examination (ACSEE) has been prepared in order to provide feedback to
teachers, parents, students, policy makers, school quality assurers and other
educational stakeholders on the candidates’ performance in the subject.
The advanced Certificate of Secondary Education Examination (ACSEE) is a
summative evaluation that marks the end of two years of Advanced
Secondary Education in Tanzania. This evaluation among many other things
shows the effectiveness of the educational system in general and the
educational delivery system in particular. It reveals the areas requiring
improvement in the educational system. Basically, the candidates’ responses
to the examination questions reveal how effective teaching and learning
objectives were met in the classroom.
The report is intended to give a clear understanding of the reasons behind the
candidates’ success and failure in French Language subject. It highlights the
factors that made the candidates perform well in the examination. Such
factors include the ability to identify requirements of the questions and to
follow instructions as well as sufficient knowledge on the concepts and
principles related to the subject.
Furthermore, the report highlights the factors that made some of the
candidates fail to score high marks, because of inadequate knowledge on the
concepts related to the subject and inability to identify the questions’
requirements. The feedback provided in this report will enable the school
managers, teachers, students, education administrators and other education
stakeholders to design appropriate strategies to be taken in order to improve
the teaching and learning in secondary schools with a view of improving the
candidates’ performance in future examinations administered by the Council.
Finally, the Council would like to thank the Examiners and all those who
participated in processing and analysing the data used in this report.

Dr. Charles E. Msonde
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
iv

1.0

INTRODUCTION
The analysis in this report focuses on both French Language paper 1 (123/1)
and French Language paper 2 (123/2) for the Advanced Certificate of
Secondary Education Examination (ACSEE) conducted in May, 2019. The
Examination was set according to the 2010 syllabus and the 2015
examination format.
The French Language examination had two papers, namely 123/1 French
Language 1 and 123/2 French Language 2. The 123/1 French Language 1
paper comprised of two sections with a total of 12 questions. Section A
consisted of the topics on Language Use and Translation. Language Use had
a total of 10 questions that worth 65 marks, while the Translation part had
one question that worth 15 marks. Section B had a comprehension question
with a total of 20 marks. The 123/2 French Language paper 2 was on essay
writing. The paper had five questions and the candidates were required to
answer four questions with 25 marks each. This paper tested the candidates’
ability to write and express their ideas appropriately and logically in the
French Language.
The analysis of the candidates’ performance in each question is presented
based on indicating the requirements of each question, the expected
responses to the questions, how the candidates responded and the
explanations for the candidates’ responses. Extracts of responses taken from
the candidates’ scripts have been presented in order to provide a general
overview of how the candidates answered the questions in view of the
requirement of each item.
The candidates’ performance in this report is classified into three groups
which are good, average and poor. These are represented by different colours.
If the performance ranges from 60 to 100 percent, it is considered good and is
represented by green colour. The performance that ranges from 35 to 59
percent is considered average and is represented by yellow colour and the one
that ranges from 0 to 34 percent is considered poor and is represented by red
colour. The candidates’ performance in each topic is summarised in the
Appendix.
A total of 190 candidates sat for this examination in May 2019, out of which
178 candidates (93.68%) passed the examination with the following grades:
A - 1 candidate, B - 10 candidates, C - 30 candidates, D - 69 candidates, E 1

50 candidates and S - 18 candidates. However, 12 candidates failed the
examination by obtaining grade F. This indicates that the general
performance of the candidates in this subject was good since 93.68 percent
passed the examination. In addition, the rate of performance in this year has
increased by 13.56 percent compared to the 2018 performance, where 129
candidates 83.12 percent passed.
It is expected that, this report will enable the teachers to improve the teaching
and learning of the French Language in secondary schools in order to
increase future candidates’ performance in the subject.
2.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE IN EACH
QUESTION FOR 123/1 FRENCH LANGUAGE 1

2.1

Question 1: Possessive Pronouns
This question had three sentences comprising five blank spaces and the
candidates were required to use the possessive pronouns to fill in the blanks
as per the gender and number of the possessed person or thing. The
possessive pronouns are as follows le mien/ la mienne (mine), le tien/la
tienne (yours), le sien/la sienne (hers), le nôtre /la nôtre ( ours - one thing
belongs to many people) le vôtre /la vôtre (yours - one thing belongs to many
people), les miens/les miennes (mine - many things belongs to me), les
tiens/les tiennes (yours - many things belongs to you), le/la leur (theirs - third
person plural, one thing belongs to many people), les nôtres (ours - first
person plural, many things belongs to many people), les vôtres (yours second person plural, many things belongs to many people), and les leurs
(theirs -third person plural many things belongs to many people).
Question 1: Faites comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Excusez-moi, monsieur, vous pouvez déplacer votre voiture?
Je suis désolé, mais cette voiture n’est pas la mienne!
(a) -Je peux utiliser ton téléphone portable?
n’a pas de batterie.
- Oui, si tu me prêtes ta voiture,
est en panne!
- Tu plaisantes!!
(b) -Nous avons de la chance, nos petits-enfants adorent passer leurs
vacances avec nous! Et vous, vos petits-enfants vont passer leurs
vacances avec vous cette année?
- Oh,
aussi. Ils arrivent la semaine prochaine. Ce n’est pas
comme pour monsieur et madame Ibrahim
ne viennent jamais.
C’est bien triste!
2

(c) Voici mes livres, voici tes livres, alors Paul, où sont les livres de Batuli?
- Ah,
sont rangés dans le placard par Mwajuma.
This question was attempted by 95.3 percent of the candidates, out of which
17.1 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 19.3
percent scored 2 to 2.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 63.5
percent scored from 0 to 1.5 mark, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was average, as 36.5
percent scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 1.

In the French Language, the forms of possessive pronouns vary with gender
and number. Gender of the noun can be masculine or feminine. The number
of the noun can be singular or plural. In order to use properly the possessive
pronoun, it is important to know the possessor, the gender and the number of
the object being possessed. Table 1 below shows different forms of
possessive pronouns according to gender and number.
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Table 1: Possessive Pronouns
Possessor of One object
an object
possessed

to

be Many
objects
possessed.

to

be

masculine feminine

Masculine
plural

Feminine
plural

Je

le mien

la mienne

les miens

les miennes

Tu

le tien

la tienne

les tiens

les tiennes

Il/Elle

le sien

la sienne

les siens

les siennes

Nous

le nôtre

la nôtre

les nôtres

les nôtres

vous

le vôtre

la vôtre

les vôtres

les vôtres

Ils/Elles

le leur

la leur

les leurs

les leurs

The candidates’ responses analysis for this question indicates that the
performance for this question was average. The candidates who scored
average marks did not master well the possessive pronouns. These candidates
managed to fill in some blanks correctly but failed in others. The analysis
shows that these candidates failed to recognize the agreement between
articles and pronouns. They also failed to recognize the gender of nouns and
this resulted to supply incorrect answers. The Extract 1.1 is a sample of an
average performed response.
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Extract 1.1: An average performed response.

In Extract 1.1: a candidate filled in some blanks with the correct answers and
failed in others.
Moreover, the candidates who scored high marks in this question were able
to fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the possessive pronouns and
managed to identify the gender and number of nouns involved. These
candidates understood the requirements of the question and had sufficient
knowledge on the use of possessive pronouns. For example, in question 1
item (a), one of the candidates wrote the correct answers which were Je peux
utiliser ton téléphone portable? Le mien n’a pas de batterie (Can I use your
telephone? mine do not have a battery) and Oui, si tu me prêtes ta voiture, la
mienne est en panne! (yes, lend me your car mine is broken down.) that
candidate was able to use properly the possessive pronouns by considering
their gender (feminine and masculine) and number (singular and plural).
In question 1 item (b), the candidates were able to write the correct answers
which were Oh, les nôtres aussi. Ils arrivent la semaine prochaine (Oh, ours
will come next week). The candidates knew that the possessors the first
person plural and those objects/persons possessed were many. This enabled
them to fill in with the correct answer. One of them wrote Ce n’est pas
comme pour monsieur et madame Ibrahim les leurs ne viennent jamais. C’est
bien triste! (It is not as the case for Mr and Madame Ibrahim theirs never
come. It is real sad). The candidates filled in the correct answer because they
5

knew that Mr and Madame Ibrahim are in the third person plural and they
possess many persons (petits-enfants – grandchildren).
Lastly, in question 1 item (c), the candidates were able to fill in the blanks
with a correct possessive pronoun Ah, les siens sont rangés dans le placard
par Mwajuma (ah! Yours is stored in the cupboard by Mwajuma). They
knew that the possessor Batuli was the third person singular, and possesses
many objects which are masculines. This indicates that the candidates
mastered well the topic. The Extract 1.2 is a sample of a good response.

Extract 1.2: A sample of a good response.

In Extract 1.2: a candidate filled in the blanks with the correct possessive
pronouns.
Furthermore, the candidates who scored low marks failed to fill in the blanks
with the correct forms of the possessive pronouns. They had poor knowledge
on the topic and this resulted into their failure to identify the gender and
number. For example, in question 1 item (a), some candidates wrote incorrect
answers. One of the candidates wrote Je peux utiliser ton téléphone portable?
La mien n’a pas de batterie. This indicates that, the candidate thought that
6

the noun was feminine as he/she wrote an incorrect article la which is
feminine. He/she also wrote an incorrect possessive pronoun in the following
sentence Oui, si tu me prêtes ta voiture, la tienne est en panne! The candidate
failed to identify the possessor me which means me, and thought that the
possessor was tu which means you. This resulted into the supply of incorrect
answer.
In question 1 item (b), the candidates failed to supply the correct answers.
The analysis shows that the candidates had an idea of the possessive
pronouns but failed to put them in the correct form. For instance one of them
failed to change articles into the plural form, and wrote Oh, le nôtres aussi.
Ils arrivent la semaine prochaine and Ce n’est pas comme pour monsieur et
madame Ibrahim la leurs ne viennent jamais. C’est bien triste! which were
not correct answers.
Finally, in question 1 item (c), the candidates filled in the blanks with the
wrong form of the possessive pronoun Ah, la leurs sont rangés dans le
placard par Mwajuma. This indicates that the candidates lacked the mastery
of the topic. The Extract 1.3 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 1.3: A sample of a poor response.

In Extract 1.3: a candidate filled in the blank with incorrect possessive
pronouns.
7

2.2

Question 2: Indefinite Adjectives and Pronouns
In this question, the candidates were given five sentences containing ten
blank spaces and they were required to fill in them by using the given
indefinite pronouns which are aucun(e) (none) , ne…..aucune ( no any),
aucun(e) ne (none/any).
Question 2: Complétez les phrases suivantes par: ne…aucun(e),
aucun(e)…ne, aucun(e) ne.
(a) Ashura a fait beaucoup de voyages et elle a toujours très envie de partir.
Son mari, Abdul,
a jamais fait
voyage.
(b) Ce matin, ma cousine a reçu quelques appels téléphoniques, mais elle a
reçu
SMS.
(c) Mon voisin est un homme qui aime bien la vie. Il a du goût pour les fêtes,
mais il
a
goût pour les études.
(d) Jamilla voudrait trouver une jolie robe pour le mariage de son amie
Lucie. Elle en a essayé plusieurs, mais
lui a vraiment plu.
(e) Dans mon quartier, le dimanche,
magasin
’est ouvert,
beaucoup de gens partent à la campagne.
This question was attempted by 97.9 percent of the candidates, out of which
46.2 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 18.8
percent scored 2 to 2.5 marks, which is an average performance; 34.9 percent
scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data analysis
shows that the general performance for this question was good, since 65.1
percent of the candidates scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated to
the question. The performance is summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 2.
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The candidates who scored high marks in this question were able to fill in the
blanks with correct indefinite pronouns. They identified the noun as well as
its gender (masculine and feminine) and number (singular and plural nouns).
They also understood the requirements of the question and had sufficient
knowledge on the use of the indefinite pronouns. For example, in question 2
item (a), one of the candidates wrote the correct answer which was Abdul,
n’a jamais fait aucun voyage (Abdul never travelled / Abdul never made any
trip).
In question 2 item (b), the candidates knew that the noun SMS was masculine
noun and supplied the correct answers. For example, one of the candidates
wrote elle n’a reçu aucun SMS (she received none of the SMS/ she did not
receive any SMS). Furthermore, in question 2 item (c), the candidates were
able to fill in the blanks with the correct indefinite pronoun. They used the
phrase du goût as an indicator to determine the gender of noun that helped
them to write the correct answer. One of them wrote mais il n’a aucun goût
pour les études (but he has no interest on studies).
In question 2 item (d), the candidates were also able to fill in the blanks with
the correct indefinite pronoun mais aucune ne lui a vraiment plu. This
indicates that, the candidates knew une jolie robe (a beautiful dress) was a
feminine noun that enabled them to fill in the blank space with the correct
pronoun. Finally, in question 2 item (e), the candidates managed to give the
correct response because they realized that the adjective aucun (none) is
followed by the masculine noun. Thus, they supplied the correct answer
which was …aucun magasin n’est ouvert (no shop is open). This indicates
that the candidates had the knowledge on the use of indefinite. The Extract
2.1 is an extract of a good response.

9

Extract 2.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.
In Extract 2.1: a candidate was able to fill in the blanks with the correct
indefinite adjectives and pronouns.
The analysis of the candidates’ responses also indicates that the candidates
who scored average marks in this question were able to fill in some blank
spaces correctly with indefinite adjectives and pronouns while failed in other
items. This indicates that the candidates had partial knowledge on the
principles and the use of indefinite adjectives and pronouns. The Extract 2.2
is a sample of an average performed response.
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Extract 2.2: An average performed response.

In Extract 2.2: a candidate filled correctly the blanks for items (a) and (b) but
filled incorrectly for items (c), (d), and (e).
On the other hand, the analysis of candidates’ responses shows that the
candidates who scored low marks in this question failed to fill in the blanks
with the correct indefinite pronouns. The candidates’ failure is attributable to
their inability to identify the gender (masculine and feminine) and the
number (singular and plural) of nouns that determines the choice of an
indefinite pronoun. For example, in question 2 item (a), the correct answer
was ….n’a jamais fait aucun voyage (Abdul never travelled / Abdul never
made any trip. Nevertheless, there were some candidates who filled in the
blanks with wrong responses. For example, one of them wrote …. ne a
jamais fait aucune voyage. This candidate lacked the knowledge on gender
as he or she supplied the feminine form of the indefinite pronoun instead of
masculine one.
In question 2 item (b), the candidates failed to provide the correct answer
because they failed to identify that the noun SMS was masculine and that
required the masculine form of an indefinite pronoun. Consequently, they
wrote an incorrect answer as mais elle n’a reçu aucune SMS. On the other
hand, the correct answer for question 2 item (c) was mais il n’a aucun goût
pour les études. (he had no interest for studies), but the candidates failed to
fill in the correct indefinite pronoun. Their failure is attributable to the lack of
11

knowledge on noun gender. For exemple, one of the candidate wrote mais il
n’a aucun (e) goût pour les études.
In question 2 item (d), the candidates failed to write the correct answer
because they were unable to notice that the noun une jolie robe (a beautiful
dress) was a feminine noun. This led them to the supply of wrong answer, as
one of the candidates wrote mais aucun ne lui a vraiment plu instead of the
correct answer mais aucune ne lui a vraiment plu. Finally, in question 2 item
(e), the candidates failed to fill in the blanks with the correct indefinite
pronouns because they did not notice that the noun magazine was masculine.
They also failed to know that the negation marker ne cannot be placed before
the noun. Instead of writing the correct answer which was aucun magasin
n’est ouvert (no shop is open), one of the candidates wrote n’magasin
aucune est ouvert. The Extract 2.3 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 2.3: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

2.3

Question 3: Tenses and Moods
This question had eight sentences with ten verbs in the infinitive form in the
brackets. The candidates were required to put the verbs into the correct tenses
(present, past, future) and mood (indicative, conditional or subjunctive).
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Question 3: Mettez les verbes entre parenthèses à la forme correcte.
(a) Hier, il a plu toute la journée mais quel beau temps aujourd’hui, il n’y
(avoir) pas un seul nuage!
(b) Avant, nous (prendre) nos vacances au mois de décembre, mais il y avait
beaucoup de monde à la page, l’an dernier, nous (partir) en juillet.
(c) Lorsque je suis arrivée, elle était en train de lire le livre que je lui (offrir)
pour son anniversaire.
(d) Pendant que tu finis ton travail, je répare les vélos. Comme ça, quand tu
(finir) ton travail, nous irons nous promener.
(e) Mercredi prochain après les cours, nous (manger) ensemble au restaurant
qui est en face de la banque.
(f) David et sa sœur Rose ont décidé de monter au sommet du Kilimandjaro.
Avant qu’ils (partir), leurs parents et leurs amis ont organisé une grande
fête.
(g) Asha a dit: “Bon alors je serais la femme et toi, tu (être) le mari et nous
(être) à la maison.”
(h) Où déjeunez-vous?
- Ça dépend, parfois nous (aller) au restaurant, parfois nous apportons un
sandwich.
This question was attempted by 99.5 percent of the candidates, out of which
28.5 percent scored from 6 to 10 marks, which is a good performance; 33.3
percent scored 3.5 to 5 marks, which is an average performance; and 38.1
percent scored from 0 to 3 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis indicates that the performance for this question was good, since 61.8
percent scored from 3.5 to 10 out of the 10 marks allocated for this question.
The performance is summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 3.

The analysis of the candidate’s responses shows that the candidates who
scored high marks in this question were able to identify different expressions
that were used as indicators for tenses and moods in the sentences. This
implies that they had adequate knowledge and principles governing the
transformation of sentences into different tenses and moods. For example, in
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question 3 item (a), the question required the candidates to put the verb into
present tense. The candidates supplied the correct answer because of the
adverb of time aujourd’hui which means today. For example, one of them
wrote …aujourd’hui il n’y a pas un seul nuage (… today there is no any
cloud).
In question 3 item (b), the candidates managed to supply the correct answer,
as one of them wrote …nous prenions nos vacances au mois de décembre
(we were used to go for our holiday in December). This candidate knew that
the indicator Avant which means (before) has to be followed by the verb in
the past participle. In the second part of the sentence, the candidates wrote
…. nous sommes partis en juillet. (…we left in July), indicating that the
candidates had insufficient knowledge on the use of past tense, especially the
use of auxiliary verb être. In French Language the past tense is either formed
with the auxiliary avoir (to have) or with the auxiliary être (to be). The verb
that goes with the auxiliary être must agree with the verb and the subject both
in number and gender. The gender marker –e/-es is added to the end of the
verb to mark that the noun is feminine singular or plural. For example, one
candidate managed to accord properly as he/she wrote …. nous sommes
parties en juillet (…we left in July) because he/she knew that the pronoun
nous (we) is feminine.
In question 3 item (c), the question required the candidates to change the verb
into the past imperfect. The candidates answered it correctly because of the
presence of the indicator …était en train de lire … (…was reading….)
showing that the action was in progress in the past. For example, one of the
candidates wrote que je lui avais offert pour son anniversaire (That I gave
him for his birthday) which was the correct answer.
In question 3 item (d), the question required the candidates to put the verb in
the conditional present. The candidates managed to put the verb in the correct
form because there was an indicator of the first clause which was in the
present, so the following clause had to be in the future. For example, one
candidate wrote a correct response such as …tu finiras ton travail, nous irons
nous promener. (when you will finish your work, we will go for a walk).
This indicates that the candidate had the knowledge of conditional type one
sentence.
Question 3 item (e) required the candidates to put the verb in brackets into
future time. The candidates were able to put the verb in the correct form
because of the presence of the marker of time Mercredi prochain (next
14

Wednesday….). One of the candidates wrote the correct answer which was
nous mangerons ensemble au restaurant (we will eat together at the
restaurant…). Another candidate wrote nous allons manger ensemble au
restaurant (we are going to eat together at the restaurant…) which was also
the correct answer.
In question 3 item (f), the question required the candidate to put the verb in
the subjunctive mood. The candidates managed to put the correct form of the
verb into the subjunctive mood because they noticed the indicator which was
…. avant qu’… For instance, one of the candidates wrote the correct answer
which was Avant qu’ils partent, leurs parents et leurs amis ont organisé une
grande fête ( Before leaving, their parents and friends prepared a big party).
Lastly, in question 3 item (h), the candidates were able to put the verb into
the correct present form due to the fact that there was a marker for simple
present tense ….parfois…which means sometimes. One of the candidates
wrote the correct answer as follows …parfois nous allons au restaurant…
(Sometimes we go to the restaurant…). The extract 3.1 is a sample of a good
response.

Extract 3.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 3.1: a candidate transformed correctly the infinitive verbs into
different tenses and mood.
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The candidates who scored average marks in this question had partial
understanding of tenses and moods. They managed to put few verbs into
correct tenses and moods while missing others. This indicates that the
candidates had insufficient knowledge on tenses and moods.
However, the analysis shows that, the candidates who scored low marks in
this question failed to put the verbs into correct forms according to the
requirements of the question. They did not know the rules and principles of
changing verbs from infinitive into correct tenses and moods. For example, in
question 3 item (a), the verb was to be put in the present but some candidates
put it into future and past tenses for instance, one of them wrote aujourd’hui
il n’y a eu pas un seul nuage instead of the correct answer aujourd’hui il n’y
a pas un seul nuage. This indicates that the candidate lacked knowledge on
tenses.
In question 3 item (b), the candidates failed to put the verb into the correct
form due to the fact that the candidates failed to recognize the presence of an
indicator Avant meaning (before) that would guide them to change the verb
into the past participle. Some candidates changed the verb into present, and
others failed to put an agreement between the verb and the subject. For
example, one of them wrote the following incorrect answer nous sommes
parti en juillet.
The candidates who scored 0 in question 3 item (c), failed to change the verb
into the past imperfect because they did not notice the presence of an
indicator …était en train de lire … (…was reading….) which would guide
them to change the verb into the past imperfect. In this respect, those
candidates changed the verb into different tenses. For example, one candidate
wrote as follows: je lui offrai pour son anniversaire.
These candidates failed to put the verb into the correct form in question 3
item (d), because they did not notice that there was an indicator nous irons
which required the first clause to be in the future. The candidates’ response
analysis shows that they changed the verbs by guessing. For example, some
candidates changed into past tense while others changed into conditional
present, as one wrote as follows: …tu finirais ton travail, nous irons nous
promener, instead of …tu finiras ton travail, nous irons nous promener.
As for the question 3 item (e), the candidates failed to put the verb into the
correct form because they did not recognize the marker of time Mercredi
16

prochain (next Wednesday….), which would guide them to put the verb in
the future time. One of the candidates who scored 0 in this question changed
the verb into present instead of future time by writing the following …nous
mangeons ensemble…. This indicates that such a candidate lacked
understanding of future tense.
The candidates got wrong in question 3 item (f) because they did not
recognize the presence of the indicator avant qu’ that requires the following
verb to be in subjunctive mood. They instead changed the verb into different
tenses. For example, one of the candidates wrote an incorrect response as
follows: Avant qu’ils parteront, leurs parents et leurs amis ont organisé une
grande.
Finally, in question 3 item (h), the candidates did not manage to put the verb
into the correct form which was “present tense”. This was due to the fact that
there was a marker for present time that was ….parfois…meaning
sometimes. For example, one candidate wrote an incorrect answer such as
…parfois nous allions au restaurant… which was incorrect. The Extract 3.2
is a sample of a poor response.

17

Extract 3.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 3.2 a candidate failed to change the verbs from infinitive into
correct tenses and mood.
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2.4

Question 4: Negative Forms
The question required the candidates to replace the adverb seulement (only)
by the expression ne ….que (only). The question is provided below.
Question 4: Transformez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Ma sœur Erika part seulement pour six semaines.
Ma sœur Erika ne part que pour six semaines.
(a) Il y a seulement deux vols par semaines pour New York.
(b) Vous avez droit à seulement 20 kilos de bagages.
(c) Je regrette, nous acceptons seulement les euros.
(d) On peut prendre seulement un bagage à main.
(e) Ah, j’ai seulement cette grosse valise, monsieur.
This question was attempted by 99.5 percent of the candidates, out of which
59.8 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 23.3
percent scored from 2 to 2.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
16.9 percent scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the general performance for this question was good, since
83.1 percent scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated for this question.
The performance is summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 4.

The analysis of candidates’ performance indicates that those who scored high
marks in this question were able to replace the adverb seulement by the
expression ne….que. In French Language there are different words used to
express place of seulement. These candidates managed to use the structure
ne……….que to make negative sentences. The Extract 4.1 a candidate used
correctly the structure ne……….que to replace the word seulement.
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Extract 4.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.
In Extract 4.1 a candidate was able to replace seulement by ne…………que.
On the other hand, the candidates who scored average marks in this question
managed to answer correctly few items. This shows that they had partial
knowledge on the use of the structure ne……que.
The candidates who had poor performance in this question lacked the
knowledge and principles of using the structure ne…..que in sentences. For
example, in question 4 item (a), the correct answer was Il n’y a que deux vols
par semaines pour New York (There are only two flights per week to New
York). But there were candidates who failed to place the expression ne …
que in the right position. For example, one of them wrote as follows, Il y n’ a
que deux vols par semaines pour New York.
The candidates also failed to write the correct answer in question 4 item (b).
The correct answer was Vous n’avez droit qu’à 20 kilos de bagages (you are
required to have only 20 kilos of luggage). The analysis shows that, some of
the candidates inserted wrongly order the expression ne …. que within the
sentence. For example one of the candidates responded incorrectly by writing
Vous avez ne droit à qu’20 kilos de bagages. This indicates that the candidate
failed to notice that a negation marker ne was to be placed before the
auxiliary verb avez but the candidate placed it after the auxiliary verb. He/she
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also misplaced by placing que after the preposition instead of placing it
before the preposition.
Furthermore, in question 4 item (d), the correct answer was On ne peut
prendre qu’un bagage à main, but one of the candidates wrote as follows:
On peut ne prendre qu’un bagage à main. The candidates were confused by
the presence of the auxiliary pouvoir and the main verb prendre. The analysis
shows that they did not know exactly where to put ne. Usually the ne is put
before the auxiliary verb, and not after the auxiliary.
Finally in question 4 item (e), the candidates who scored 0 failed to
differentiate the patterns of speech found in the sentence by writing as
follows: Ah, je ai ne cette grosse que valise, monsieur instead of the correct
answer Ah, je n’ai que cette grosse valise monsieur (oh! I have only this big
suitcase, sir). This response shows that the candidate had insufficient
knowledge on the use of the expression ne …que. The Extract 4.2 is a sample
of a poor response.

Extract 4.2: A sample of a poor response.
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2.5

Question 5: Active and Passive Voice
This question required the candidates to transform the given sentences from
active voice into passive voice.
Question 5: Réécrivez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Le gardien a fermé les portes du stade.
Les portes du stade ont été fermées par le gardien.
(a) Beaucoup de téléspectateurs regardent le journal télévisé de 20 heures.
(b) Le chef du personnel vous recevra jeudi prochain à 10 heures du matin.
(c) Les habitants de cet immeuble vont rédiger une pétition contre le mauvais
état de l’escalier.
(d) Autrefois, une famille de huit personnes habitait cette maison en face de
l’église.
(e) La mairie vient d’envoyer un formulaire aux habitants de Kariakoo pour
le recensement de la population.
This question was attempted by 98.9 percent of the candidates, out of which
64.9 percent scored from 6 to 10 marks, which is a good performance; 17.6
percent scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
17.5 percent scored from 0 to 3 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 82.5
percent scored from 3.5 to 10 out of the 10 marks allocated for the question.
The performance is summarized in Figure 5.

17.6%
17.5%

64.9%

Scores
0-3
3.5 - 5.5
6 - 10

Figure 5: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 5.

Transforming a sentence from active to passive voice does not change the
meaning of the sentence although the subject and object change their
positions. In the process of transforming the sentence from active voice into
passive there are procedures that are to be followed which are:
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(a) The complement of an active voice sentence becomes the subject of
passive voice.
(b) The subject of the active voice sentence becomes the object by phrase in
passive voice sentence.
(c) The Auxiliary verb être is inserted. The tense of the auxiliary verb
changes according to the tense of the main verb given in the active voice
sentence, that is, if the verb was in the present, the auxiliary verb être is
changed into the present.
(d) The main verb of the active voice sentence is changed into the past
participle.
(e) The past participle of the main verb must agree with the subject both in
number and gender.
(f) The adverbs can be placed in different positions; it can be at the
beginning of the sentence or after the object complement.
The candidates who scored high marks in this question were aware of the
necessary changes taking place when transforming sentences from the active
voice into passive voice. They were able to identify the subjects, tense of the
main verbs, objects; gender and number of the objects. They also managed to
put them into their proper positions. The Extract 5.1 is a sample of a good
response.

Extract 5.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 5.1: a candidate managed to change the sentences from active
voice into passive voice.
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Furthermore, the analysis shows that the candidates who scored average
marks in this question had partial knowledge on the principles governing the
changing of the sentences from active into passive voice. They were able to
answer correctly few items and failed others due to the fact that they had
insufficient knowledge on principles and rules of changing sentences from
active to passive voice.
On the other hand, the candidates who scored low marks in this question
lacked sufficient knowledge on procedures of changing sentences from active
to passive voice. For example, in question 5 item (a), the correct answer was
Le journal télévisé de 20 heures est regardé par beaucoup de téléspectateurs
(The newspaper broadcasted at 20 p.m is watched by many spectators) but
one of the candidates wrote incorrect answer: Le journal télévisé de 20
heures ont été regardées beaucoup de téléspectateurs (The newspaper
broadcasted at 20 p.m have been watched by many spectators). This shows
that the candidate did not know that the main verb was in present and
required the auxiliary être to be in present. This candidate also failed to
notice that the subject was masculine singular, and therefore he/she
transformed the verb in the third person plural and added an agreement
marker -es for plural feminine noun.
In question 5 item (b), there were three alternatives of responses Vous serez
reçu/reçu(e)s par le chef du personnel jeudi prochain à 10 heures du matin.
Or Vous serez reçu/ reçu(e)s jeudi prochain à 10 heures du matin par le chef
du personnel. Or Jeudi prochain à 10 heures du matin, vous serez reçu/
reçu(e)s par le chef du personnel. Nevertheless, some candidates changed the
verb into past tense while others changed it into future tense. They also
maintained the main verb into future time while others put incorrect form of
the past participle (…recervé while there is no form like this in French
language). For example, one of them answered Vous a été recevra jeudi
prochain à 10 heures du matin par le chef du personnel. This implies that
they did not understand well the topic.
Moreover in question 5 item (c), the candidates knew that the main verb was
in near future (future proche) but they failed to use the auxilliary verb être.
They were not able to transform it into near future therefore they wrote
incorrect answers. Others did not know the structure of the sentense. They
just wrote incorrect sentences. One of the candidate wrote Une pétition
contre le mauvais état de l’escalier vais rédigé par les habitants de cet
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immeuble, instead of the correct answer which was : Une pétition contre le
mauvais état de l’escalier va être rédigée par les habitants de cet immeuble.
Furthermore, in question 5 item (d), the candidates responded wrongly. The
response analysis shows that the candidates lacked knowledge on different
positions of the adverbs. They also failed to notice that the tense of the main
verb was in the past continuous tense; and this resulted into supply of wrong
answers. Some of the candidates transformed the auxiliary verb être into past
imperfect where as others transformed into present tense thereby leaving the
main verb in the imperfect instead of putting it into the past participle. One of
the candidates wrote Cette maison en face de l’église avais été habitée
autrefois par une famille de huit personnes instead of the correct answer
Autrefois, cette maison en face de l’église était habitée par une famille de
huit personnes. Or Cette maison en face de l’église était autrefois habitée
par une famille de huit personnes. Or Cette maison en face de l’église était
habitée par une famille de huit personnes autrefois.
In question 5 item (e), the candidates failed to identify the gender of the noun
which was a masculine noun and the tense of the main verb that was the past
recent (passé recent). Therefore they wrote incorrect answers with different
tenses. Some of the candidates left the past recent as it was whereas others
tried to change them but forgot to use the auxiliary être. Other candidates
failed to structure the sentence. For example, one of the candidates responded
incorrectly by writing Un formulaire vient d’envoyé aux habitants de
Kariakoo par la mairie pour le recensement de la population. Another
candidate wrote Un formulaire vient être envoyé aux habitants de Kariakoo
par la mairie pour le recensement de la population. The correct answer was
Un formulaire vient d’être envoyé aux habitants de Kariakoo par la mairie
pour le recensement de la population. Or Un formulaire pour le recensement
de la population vient d’être envoyé aux habitants de Kariakoo par la
mairie. Or Un formulaire vient d’être envoyé aux habitants de Kariakoo pour
le recensement de la population par la mairie. Or Un formulaire vient d’être
envoyé par la mairie aux habitants de Kariakoo pour le recensement de la
population. Or Un formulaire pour le recensement de la population vient
d’être envoyé par la mairie aux habitants de Kariakoo. The analysis shows
that these candidates had insufficient knowledge on the active and passive
voice sentences. The Extract 5.2 is a sample of a poor response.
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Extract 5.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response

2.6

Question 6: Direct and Indirect Speech
In this question the candidates were given five items and they were required
to change the sentences from direct speech into indirect speech.
Question 6: Transformez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Paul déclare: “Je suis content d’avoir gagné au loto.”
Paul déclare qu’il est content d’avoir gagné au loto.
(a) L’entraineur annonce: “Nous allons bien préparer notre équipe pour le
prochain match.”
(b) Les joueurs annoncent: “Nous dédions notre victoire à nos supporteurs.”
(c) Les ouvriers déclarent: “ Nous aimerions discuter de cette affaire avec le
gouvernement. ”
(d) Juma dit: “Je rentrerai à la maison samedi prochain. J’ai déjà fait la
réservation.”
(e) Pauline écrit: “Ma mère est bien arrivée à Mwanza. Le voyage s’est très
bien passé.”
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This question was attempted by 99.5 percent of the candidates, out of which
61.9 percent scored from 6 to 10 marks, which is a good performance; 20.1
percent scored from 3.5 to 5.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
18.0 percent scored from 0 to 3 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis indicates that the general performance for this question was good, as
82.0 percent scored from 3.5 to 10 out of the 10 total marks allotted for this
question. The performance is summarized in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 6.

The candidates who scored high marks in this question showed ability to
change the sentences into indirect speech because they had sufficient
knowledge on rules and principles governing the transformation of sentences
from direct speech to indirect speech. The candidates knew that the
transformation process involves the changing of different elements like
tenses, personal pronouns, possessive adjectives and adverbs. The Extract 6.1
is a sample of a good response.

Extract 6.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 6.1 a candidate changed the sentences from direct speech into
indirect speech correctly.
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On the other hand, the candidates who scored average marks had partial
knowledge of the rules and principles of transforming sentences from direct
speech into indirect speech as they managed to transform some of the
sentences.
The candidates who performed poorly in this question failed to apply the
rules and principles of transforming sentences from direct speech into
indirect speech. Most of the candidates failed to change the pronouns and
adjectives. For example, in question 6 item (a), one of the candidates wrote;
L’entraineur annonce qu’ils ont bien préparer leur équipe pour le prochaine
match. The correct response in this item was L’entraineur annonce qu’ils
vont bien préparer leur équipe pour le prochaine match meaning (The coach
announced that they are going to prepare well their team for the next match).
In question 6 item (b), the candidates failed to change the main verb dédient
into appropriate tense. Other candidates failed to change the pronouns. For
example, one of the candidates wrote Les joueurs annoncent qu’ils dédies
notre victoire à nos supporteurs instead of Les joueurs annoncent qu’ils
dédient leur victoire à leurs supporteurs (The players announced that they
dedicated their victory to their supporters). This indicates that the candidate
had insufficient knowledge on different forms of verbs in relation to tenses
and pronouns.
In question 6 item (c), the candidates who scored 0 in this question failed to
realize that the introductory sentence was in simple present tense, and
therefore the verb in indirect speech was not supposed to be changed. Some
candidates changed the verb into future time. For example, one candidate
wrote as follows: Les ouvriers déclarent qu’ils aimerent (incorrect form with
no maning) discuter de cette affaire avec le gouvernement, instead of the
correct answer Les ouvriers déclarent qu’ils aimeraient discuter de cette
affaire avec le gouvernement.
In question 6 item (d), the candidates failed to recognize that the introductory
sentence was in simple present tense. Consequently, they supplied on
incorrect response such as: Juma dit qu’il rentre à la maison samedi prochain
qu’il est déjà fait la réservation. Instead of Juma dit qu’il rentrera à la
maison samedi prochain et qu’il a déjà fait la réservation.
Finally, in question 6 item (e), the candidates could not join the two
sentences by using the conjunction que. Some of them failed to notice that
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the introductory sentence was in simple present tense and that the sentence
had to remain unchanged. For instance, one of the candidates wrote Pauline
écrit que sa mère sera bien arrivée à Mwanza et le voyage s’est très bien
passé instead of the correct answer Pauline écrit que sa mère est bien arrivée
à Mwanza et que le voyage s’est très bien passé. This implies that the
candidates lacked knowledge on the topic. The Extract 6.2 is a sample of a
poor response.

Extract 6.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 6.2: a candidate wrote incorrect answer. He/she failed to transform
the sentences from direct to indirect speech.
2.7

Question 7: Gerund Forms
This question had five items which required candidates to change the given
sentences into gerund form. The candidates were also required to omit the
conjunction parce que (because) and replace it by a verb in gerund form. This
question tested the candidates’ ability to use gerund forms.
Question 7: Réécrivez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Tu m’as fait peur parce que tu es arrivé sans faire de bruit.
Tu m’as fait peur en arrivant sans faire de bruit.
(a) Amina, tu inquiètes beaucoup ta grand-mère parce que tu fumes comme
un pompier.
(b) Quant à ton frère, tu l’as mis en colère parce que tu lui as pris des CD
sans le prévenir.
(c) Et ton père, tu le rends mécontent parce que tu sors avec tes amies au lieu
de travailler.
(d) Chakupewa, tu mets du désordre parce que tu laisses traîner tes affaires
n’importe où.
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(e) David, tu as fait de la peine à ta mère parce que tu ne lui as pas envoyé
tes vœux pour le nouvel an.
This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
72.1 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 20.0
percent scored from 2 to 2.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 7.9
percent scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 92.1
percent scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 7.

The gerund is formed by transforming the verb into the present participle
tense preceded by a preposition en. The following procedures are used;
(i) Take the 1st person plural (nous) in the indicative present tense of the
verb given.
(ii) Take out the ending of the verb which is -ons.
(iii) Add –ant at the end of the stem.
(iv) The gerund form is preceded by the preposition en, as shown in the
following table:
Table 2
Verbsth The verb
given
7(a)fumes
(b)pris
(c)sors
(d)laisses
(e)envoyé

Present tense:
1st person plural
Nous fumons
Nous prenons
Nous sortons
Nous laissons
Nous envoyons

Stem
FumPrenSortLaissEnvoy30

Endings for Gerund
Gerund
-ant
En fumant
-ant
En pregnant
-ant
En sortant
-ant
En laissant
-ant
En envoyant

The candidates who scored high marks in this question were able to
transform the sentences into correct gerund form by following the procedures
shown in the table above. This indicates that they understood the
requirements of the question and had sufficient knowledge on the rules and
principles that govern the transformation of verbs into the gerund form. For
example, in question 7 item (a), the candidates wrote the correct answer
because they knew that the main verb …fumes… (…smoke…) was in present
and had to be transformed into participle present. Thereafter, they inserted
the preposition –en. For example, one of them wrote Amina, tu inquiètes
beaucoup ta grand-mère en fumant comme un pompier.
In question 7 item (b), one candidate wrote the correct answer as follows
Quant à ton frère, tu l’as mis en colère en lui prenant des CD sans le
prévenir (According to your brother, you made him angry by taking CDs for
him without informing him). They noticed that the main verb was …pris…
(take) and was in past tense. They were also able to put the pronoun lui in the
right position. This indicates that they were knowledgeable in the topic.
In question 7 item (c), the candidates managed to supply the correct answer
based on the fact that they identified the main verb …sors….( …go out…)
which was in present tense and changed it in the correct form. One of them
wrote the correct answer: Et ton père, tu le rends mécontent en sortant avec
tes amies au lieu de travailler. (You make your father unhappy by going out
with friends instead of working).
Moreover, in question 7 item (d), the candidates who got this question right
were able to find the main verb that was …laisses… (…leave ...). One of the
candidates wrote the correct answer: Chakupewa, tu mets du désordre en
laissant traîner tes affaires n’importe où.(Chakupewa you put in disorder by
leaving things anywhere).
Finally, some candidates produced the correct answer which was David, tu as
fait de la peine à ta mère en ne lui envoyant pas tes vœux pour le nouvel an.
(David, you caused pain to your mother by not sending her the best wishes
for a new year). This indicates that the candidates mastered well the position
of the preposition en, the negation marker ne and the pronoun. The Extract
7.1 is a sample of a good response.
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Extract 7.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 7.1 a candidate managed to change the sentences into correct
gerund form.
The candidates who scored average marks in this question had inadequate
knowledge on the rules and principles of forming gerund forms. These
candidates were able to change correctly some of the sentences into correct
gerund form.
Furthermore, the candidates who performed poorly failed to change the
sentences into gerund form. Some of the candidates placed the preposition en
after the verb instead of placing before. There were candidates who used the
unrequired pronouns in the sentence. For example, in question 7 item (b), the
candidates who scored 0 in this question failed to transform the verb in the
past participle of the main verb which was supposed to be …prenant.... as
they wrote ….presant. This shows that they just took the past participle and
added the suffix –ant that resulted into an incorrect answer. For example, one
of the candidates wrote: Quant à ton frère, tu l’as mis en colère en prisant de
CD sans le preveni.
Likewise, in question 7 item (c), the candidates scored zero mark because
they failed to identify the main verb …sors… (its infinitive form is sortir)
which was to be transformed. For instance, some candidates transformed the
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wrong verb savoir as one of them wrote: Et ton père, tu le rends mécontent
en savant avec tes amies au lieu de travailler. Moreover, in question 7 item
(d), the candidates failed this question by omitting one –s from the verb. For
example, one candidate wrote as follows laisant, which was wrong. Another
candidate wrote an incorrect answer such as Chakupewa, tu mets du désordre
en laisant traîner tes affaires n’importe où.
In question 7 item (e), those candidates failed by disordering the patterns of
gerund form, for example one candidate wrote as follows David, tu as fait de
la peine à ta mère ne lui en envoyant pas tes vœux pour le nouvel an. The
Extract 7.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 7.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 7.2 a candidate was unable to transform the sentences into the
correct gerund form.
2.8

Question 8: Prepositions
In this question, the candidates were given five items. Each item had two
sentences which were to be joined by replacing the conjunction alors que
(while) by the preposition au lieu de (instead of). This question tested the
candidates’ ability to use prepositions.
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Question 8: Transformez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Mon cousin est parti à la plage avec ses amis alors qu’il devait
travailler.
Mon cousin est parti à la plage avec ses amis au lieu de
travailler.
(a) Vous avez envoyé votre lettre à mon ancienne adresse alors que vous
devez l’envoyer à la nouvelle.
(b) Cette nuit, j’ai mal dormi. Je me suis réveillé à 7 heures alors que je
devais me réveiller à 6 heures.
(c) Ma mère s’est trompée en faisant le code de sa carte bancaire. Elle a tapé
7065 alors qu’elle devait taper 0765.
(d) Cet étudiant regarde la télévision alors qu’il devait réviser pour ses
examens.
(e) En allant chez des amis à Magomeni, nous avons pris la route de
Kariakoo alors que nous devions prendre la route de Kigogo.
This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
96.3 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 1.6
percent scored from 2 to 2.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 2.1
percent scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 97.9
percent scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allotted for the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 8.

2.1% 1.6%
SCORES
0 - 1.5
2 - 2.5
3-5
96.3%
Figure 8: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 8.

In the French Language, prepositions are known as invariable words because
they do not change in whatever transformation taking place in a sentence.
Prepositions usually come before a noun/nominal groups, pronoun and verbs
in the infinitive forms. The main function of the preposition in a sentence is
to show the position, direction or relation of one part of a sentence to another.
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The candidates who scored high marks in this question understood the
requirements of the question because they were able to join correctly the two
sentences by using the preposition au lieu de. This shows that the candidates
had sufficient knowledge on the use of the given preposition. For example, in
question 8 item (a), the candidates supplied the correct answer: Vous avez
envoyé votre lettre à mon ancienne adresse au lieu de l’envoyer à la
nouvelle. (You have posted your letter in my old address instead of sending
it in the new one).
The candidates also managed to write the correct answer in question 8 item
(b). This shows that they knew that after the preposition de the verb must be
in infinitive form in Cette nuit, j’ai mal dormi. Je me suis réveillé à 7 heures
au lieu de me réveiller à 6 heures. (This night I did not sleep well. I woke up
at 7 instead of 6 oclock). In question 8 item (c), the candidates managed to
write the correct answer since they recognized the main verb which was tapé
in the past participle and changed it in the correct infinitive form. For
example, one candidate wrote as follows: Ma mère s’est trompée en faisant le
code de sa carte bancaire. Elle a tapé 7065 au lieu de taper 0765. (My
mother made an error while making the code of her bank card. She typed
7065 instead of 0765).
Moreover, in question 8 item (d), the candidates wrote the correct answer:
Cet étudiant regarde la télévision au lieu de réviser pour ses examens (That
student watches television instead of revising for her examination). This was
due to the fact that they were able to recognize the main verb which was
réviser. This shows that they had understood the topic.
Lastly, the candidates managed to write the correct answer in question 8 item
(e), because they noticed easily the main verb as one of them supplied the
correct answer such as: En allant chez des amis à Magomeni, nous avons pris
la route de Kariakoo au lieu de prendre la route de Kigogo. (While going to
our friends at magomeni, we took the kariakoo road instead of taking Kigogo
road). The Extract 8.1 is a sample of a good response.
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Extract 8.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 8.1 a candidate joined the sentences by using the preposition au
lieu de correctly.
On the other hand, the candidates who performed poorly failed to join the
sentences correctly by using a preposition au lieu de. Some did not
understand the requirement of the question whereas others failed to omit the
pronoun in the second sentence after replacing the conjunction lors que by a
preposition au lieu de. Other candidates failed to recognize the main verbs.
This indicates that these candidates had poor knowledge on the use of
prepositions. For example, in question 8 item (a), the candidates were unable
to write the correct answer because the response analysis shows that most of
the candidates did not know that after the preposition de the verb must be in
infinitive form. For example, one of them wrote as follows: Vous avez envoyé
votre lettre à mon ancienne adresse au lieu de envoyait à la nouvelle
They also failed to write the correct answer in question 8 item (b), because
they did not know that after the preposition de the verb must be in infinitive.
For instance, one of them wrote: Cette nuit, j’ai mal dormi. Je me suis
réveillé à 7 heures au lieu de me réveille à 6 heures. This candidate changed
the main verb in present instead of changing it into infinitive form.The
candidates who scored 0 in question 8 item (c) failed to identify the main
verb tapé which was in the past participle.This resulted into writing an
incorrect answer such as: Ma mère s’est trompée en faisant le code de sa
carte bancaire. Elle a tapé 7065 au lieu de devait tape 0765.
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Furthermore, in question 8 item (d), the candidates produced incorrect
answers because they confused the modal verb devait with the main verb. For
example, one of the candidates wrote: Cet étudiant regarde la télévision au
lieu de devoir réviser pour ses examen.
Lastly, in question 8 item (e), the candidates failed to recognize the main
verb, and they used the verb devoir as a main verb without knowing that it
was an auxiliary verb. The main verb was pris (prendre). This led them to
write incorrect answers. One of them wrote: En allant chez des amis à
Magomeni, nous avons pris la route de Kariakoo au lieu de devoir prendre
la route de Kigogo. The Extract 8.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 8.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 8.2 a candidate failed to join correctly the sentences by using the
preposition au lieu de.
2.9

Question 9: Negative Imperative Forms
In this question, the candidates were required to rewrite the given sentences
by changing the verbs from infinitive into negative imperative form. This
question intended to measure the candidates’ ability to use the negative
imperative forms.
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Question 9: Réécrivez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple: Tu ne dois pas manger trop de pain!
Ne mange pas trop de pain!
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Tu ne dois pas bouger tout le temps sur ta chaise!
Vous ne devez pas fermer la porte de votre chambre à clé!
Tu ne dois pas passer ton temps devant le miroir!
Vous ne devez pas oublier de dire “merci” à votre professeur!
Vous ne devez pas rester une heure au téléphone!

This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
76.8 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 21.6
percent scored 2 marks, which is an average performance; and 1.6 percent
scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data analysis
indicates that the performance for this question was good, as 98.4 percent
scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated for this question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 9.

1.6%
21.6%

scores
0-1
2
3-5
76.8%
Figure 9: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 9.

The candidates with good performance in this question managed to rewrite
the sentences from negative indicative form into negative imperative form.
These candidates mastered well the rules and principles of forming
imperative sentences. For example, in question 9 item (a), the candidates
were able to write the correct answer because they recognized the main verb
and were able to transform it into the imperative form. They also inserted the
negation appropriately as in Ne bouge pas tout le temps sur ta chaise! (Do
not move on the chair every time!).
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The candidates also provided the correct answer in question 9 item (b),
because they identified the main verb and the subject which was in the
second person plural. For example, one of them wrote the correct answer. Ne
fermez pas la porte de votre chambre à clé! Moreover, the candidates
managed to write the correct answer in question 9 item (c), by changing the
verb into imperative with the negation ne …pas inserted in. One of them
wrote the correct answer which was Ne passe pas ton temps devant le miroir!
Lastly, in question 9 item (d) and (e), they wrote the correct answers. One of
them wrote: N’oubliez pas de dire “merci” à votre professeur! (Do not forget
to thank your teachers) and Ne restez pas une heure au téléphone! (do not
spend one hour on telephone). This indicates that the candidates mastered
well the transformations involved in changing the indicative sentences into
the imperative ones. The Extract 9.1 is a sample of a good response.

Extract 9.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 9.1 a candidate changed the verbs from infinitive to negative
imperative form correctly.
The candidates who performed averagely in this question were able to rewrite
some items and failed others due to the fact that they had insufficient
knowledge on the procedures of changing the given sentences into negative
imperative form. They managed to respond correctly to some items while
failing to provide the correct responses in others.
On the contrary, the candidates with poor performance in this question failed
to use the rules of forming imperative sentences in the French Language and
this led to the supply of incorrect responses. For example, in question 9 item
(a), the candidates did not recognize the main verbs and they failed to
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transform them in the imperative form. The negation was wrongly inserted
and this resulted into supply of an incorrect answer. For example, one of
them wrote; Ne devez bouger pas tout le temps sur ta chaise! He/she failed to
identify the main verb; and used the auxiliary verb devoir as a main verb.
The candidates also provided an incorrect answer in question 9 item (b),
because they failed to identify the main verb and the subject that was second
person plural (vous), consequently they wrote incorrect answers such as Ne
doit ferme pas la porte de votre chambre à clé! Moreover, the candidates
failed to write a correct answer in question 9 item (c), for the reason that they
could not change the verb into imperative instead they changed the main verb
in the past participle. One of the candidates wrote the incorrect answer: Ne
passé pas ton temps devant le miroir!
Furthermore, the candidates who scored 0 in question 9 item (d) put the verb
in the second person singular instead of putting it in second person plural. For
example one candidate wrote: N’oublie pas de dire “merci” à votre
professeur! Lastly, the candidates who scored 0 in question 9 item (e) failed
to recognize the subject of the verb which was the second person plural. One
of them wrote an incorrect answer: Ne reste pas une heure au téléphone. The
Extract 9.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 9.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 9.2 a candidate failed to change the verbs from infinitive to
negative imperative.
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2.10 Question 10: Adverbs
In this question, the candidates were given five items each containing one
adjective. The adjectives were tranquille (silent), bruyant (noisy), brusque
(sudden), mysterieux (mysterious) and brutal (brutal). The question required
the candidates to rewrite the sentences by changing the adjectives into
adverbs.
Question 10: Transformez les phrases suivantes comme dans l’exemple.
Exemple:
Il s’est installé dans le wagon (tranquille).
Il s’est installé dans le wagon tranquillement.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Son portable a sonné (bruyant) pendant longtemps.
Mon oncle a été réveillé (brusque) par sa femme.
Le bébé s’est endormi (rapide) après avoir pris du lait.
Mon ami a disparu (mystérieux) derrière la montagne.
La température du malade a monté (brutal) hier soir.

This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
91.6 percent scored from 3 to 5 marks, which is a good performance; 6.8
percent scored 2 marks, which is an average performance; and 1.6 percent
scored from 0 to 1 mark, which is a poor performance. The data analysis
shows that the performance for this question was good, since 98.4 percent
scored from 2 to 5 out of the 5 marks allocated for this question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 10.

There are different procedures that should be followed when forming
adverbs; (i) add –ment to the feminine adjectives, (ii) amment/-emment
replaces the suffixes -ant/-ent of the adjectives (iii) adding -ment to the
masculine adjectives which end with a vowel and (iv) irregular adverbs like
bien and mal which remain unchanged.
The candidates who scored high marks in this question were able to apply the
rules and principles for changing adjectives into adverbs. They recognized
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the gender of the adjective and they also managed to change adjectives into
adverbs. This indicates that these candidates had sufficient knowledge on the
principles for the formation of adverbs from adjectives. For example, in
question 10 item (a), the candidates noticed that the adjective bruyant ended
with the suffix -ant which had to be omitted and replaced by the suffix amment. This led them to write the correct answer as one of them provided
the following response: Son portable a sonné bruyamment pendant
longtemps. Other candidates responded by writing Son portable a
bruyamment sonné pendant longtemps both were correct answers.
In question 10 item (b), the candidates got right this item because they
recognized the feminine adjective that was ending with –e. In this respect,
they knew that they just add the suffix –ment. One of them wrote: Mon oncle
a été réveillé brusquement par sa femme (my uncle was woken up by his
wife). Another candidate wrote Mon oncle a été brusquement réveillé par sa
femme both were correct.
As well, in question 10 item (c), the candidates managed to write the correct
answer because they knew that the adjective was feminine ending with –e,
and they were to add the suffix –ment to it. One of them wrote; Le bébé s’est
endormi rapidement après avoir pris du lait (The baby was suddenly slept
after taking some milk). While another candidate wrote Le bébé s’est
rapidement endormi après avoir pris du lait. Both answers were correct.
Furthermore, the candidates who got right the question 10 item (d) right,
managed to recognise the adjective and changed it into feminine adjective by
adding the suffix –ment. One of them wrote Mon ami a disparu
mystérieusement derrière la montagne. Another candidate wrote Mon ami a
mystérieusement disparu derrière la montagne.
Finally, the candidates who performed well question 10 item (e), discovered
that the adjective brutal was masculine and it had to be changed in feminine
as in La température du malade a monté brutalement hier soir. There was a
candidate wrote: La température du malade a brutalement monté hier. The
Extract 10.1 is a sample of a good response.
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Extract 10.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 10.1 a candidate was able to change the adjectives into adverbs
correctly.
The candidates with average performance in this question had partial
knowledge on the procedures of changing adjectives into adverbs. They knew
some adjectives but did not know others. They were able to transform some
of the adjectives into correct adverbs while failing to change others.
However the candidates’ response analysis indicates that the candidates with
poor performance in this question were unable to change the given adjectives
into adverbs. They lacked knowledge on principles and rules which are to be
taken while transforming the adjectives into adverbs. For example, in
question 10 item (a), the candidates noticed that the adjective bruyant ended
with suffix –ant, instead of replacing it with suffix -amment he/she replaced
by -emment which was wrong. This led them to write incorrect answer. For
example, one of them answered: Son portable a sonné bruyamment pendant
longtemps. Another candidate responded by writing: Son portable a
bruyemment sonné pendant longtemps.
In question 10 item (b) and item (c), the candidates scored zero mark because
they added the suffix-emment instead of adding suffix -ement to the stem.
These are two different suffixes; whereas the suffix -ement is attached to the
adjectives which are feminine ending with -e, the suffix-emment is attached
to the adjective ending with –ent. Furthermore, the candidates failed in
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question 10 item (d), because they did not manage to write the correct answer
and their answers were full of grammatical errors For example, one of the
candidates wrote: Mon ami a disparu mystérieucement derrière la montagne.
Finally, the candidates performed poorly in question 10 item (d) because they
changed the adjective brutal into brutallement instead of brutalement as one
of them responded: La température du malade a monté brutallement hier
soir. The Extract 10.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 10.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.
Extract 10.2 a candidate failed to change adjectives into adverbs.
2.11 Question 11: Translation
In this question, the candidates were given a short passage which had 15
sentences written in French Language. The candidates were required to
translate it into Kiswahili.
Question 11: Traduisez le texte en Kiswahili.
Alors, il y a en Chine une très vieille et très belle ville. Un enfant appelé
Aladin, vit dans cette ville. Cet enfant vient d’avoir dix ans et son père veut
lui faire apprendre un métier. Malheureusement cet homme est pauvre; il ne
peut pas payer des études. C’est un tailleur et il peut seulement montrer à se
servir d’une aiguille et de ciseaux.
Aladin n’est pas bon enfant. Il a pris l’habitude de jouer avec les mauvais
garçons du quartier. Il ne veut pas rester toute la journée à la maison. Il ne
veut pas travailler. Il veut courir dans les rues et jouer avec ses amis. Son
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père est triste d’avoir un pareil fils. Il se met en colère, il crie, il ne dort plus,
il tombe malade et finalement il meurt.
Cette mort ne change pas Aladin et il continue à rien faire. La mère doit
vendre les outils, puis le magasin de son mari. Avec l’argent reçu, elle vit
pendant quelques temps mais bientôt, elle n’a plus rien et elle doit tricoter
jour et nuit.
This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
28.0 percent scored from 9 to 15 marks, which is a good performance; 38.7
percent scored from 6 to 8.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
33.3 percent scored from 0 to 5.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The
data analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 66.7
percent scored from 6 to15 out of the 15 total marks for the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 11.

When translating a text, the following principles should be taken into
consideration:
(i) Being competent in both source and target languages.
(ii) Understanding the field covered by the source texte.
(iii) Considering the style used by the author of the text in the source
language. The person can preserve or modify the style used in the
source language.
(iv) Looking for the message sense because there is no one-to-one
correspondence of both the vocabulary and the morph-syntactic
structure between the two languages involved in translation. Some
items cannot be easily translated.
(v) Avoiding personal opinions and prejudice on what is translated.
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The candidates response analysis indicates that the candidates with good
performance adhered to the principles of translation as stated above. These
candidates showed the ability to follow the rules of translation. In addition to
that they had comprehension skills and sufficient vocabulary which enabled
them to understand the French Language text and translate it into Kiswahili
Language. The text was about a story of a father and his son called Aladin.
This was the proposed translation:
Katika nchi ya China kuna mji wa zamani na mzuri sana. Mtoto mmoja
aitwaye Aladin anaishi katika mji huo. Mtoto huyo amefikisha miaka kumi na
baba yake anataka kumfundisha ujuzi/kazi. Kwa bahati mbaya baba huyo ni
maskini; hawezi kulipia masomo. Yeye ni fundi cherehani na anachoweza
kumfundisha ni jinsi ya kutumia sindano na mkasi tu.
Aladin sio mtoto mzuri. Ana mazoea ya kucheza na wavulana/vijana wenye
tabia mbaya walioko katika eneo lao. Hapendi kutulia/kukaa nyumbani siku
nzima. Hataki kufanya kazi. Anapenda kukimbia mitaani na kucheza na rafiki
zake. Baba yake anahuzunika/anasikitika kuwa na kijana/mtoto kama huyu.
Anakasirika, anapiga kelele, hawezi kulala ( usingizi) tena, anaumwa na
mwishowe anakufa.
Kifo hiki hakimbadilishi Aladin na anaendelea kutofanya chochote. Mama
analazimika kuuza vifaa kisha duka la mumewe. Kwa kutumia fedha
aliyopata anaishi kwa kipindi fulani lakini baada ya muda mfupi anabaki
hana kitu na analazimika kufuma mchana na usiku. The Extract 11.1 is a
sample of a good response.
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Extract 11.1 A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 11.1 a candidate translated the text with few errors.
Moreover, the candidates with average performance had partial knowledge
on comprehension skills and insufficient vocabulary which led them to
understand partially the text. For that reason they performed averagely.
On the other hand, the candidates who scored low marks in this question
were not able to comprehend the source text. The analysis shows that they
were able to translate few words from the source text. This distorted the
message in the targeted language. These candidates lacked the principles of
translation and they had insufficient vocabulary, and lacked comprehension
skills. The Extract 11.2 is a sample of a poor response.
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Extract 11.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.

In Extract 11.2 a candidate failed to translate the text.
2.12 Question 12: Comprehension
The candidates were given a text to read and then answer the question that
followed. There were a variety of questions asked from the passage. There
was a question on proposing the title of the text 12 (a), short answer
questions 12 (b - e) and giving synonyms of the underlined words and
phrases in question 12 item (f). The question tested the candidates’ ability to
read and comprehend a passage.
This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
10.6 percent scored from 12 to 19 marks, which is a good performance; 44.1
percent scored from 7 to 11.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
45.2 percent scored from 0 to 6.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The
data analysis shows that the performance for this question was average, as
54.7 percent scored from 7 to 20 out of the 20 marks allotted to the question.
The performance is summarized in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 12.

The candidates’ response analysis shows that the candidates who scored
average marks were able to answer some items but failed in others. The
analysis indicates that they comprehended the passage partially because they
had insufficient knowledge and skills in reading for comprehension. For
example, in question 12 (a), the question required the candidates to propose
the title of the passage. The candidates were able to give the title of the
passage, as one of them wrote: La vie d’ Hampâté, while another one wrote:
La vie conjugale d’ Hampâté. This indicates that they had an idea of the
passage.
In question 12 item (b) (i), the candidates were asked to give the name of a
person who proposed her daughter to Hampâté. The candidates were able to
give the name of a person, as one of them wrote: C’est Anta N’Diobdi qui a
proposé sa fille à Hampâté. In item (b) (ii), the question required the
candidates to say if she was married immediately after the proposition. The
candidates understood the requirement of the question and answered it
correctly as one of them wrote Non, Khadîdja n’était pas mariée
immédiatement après la proposition parce qu’elle n’a pas encore atteint
l’âge du marriage (Non Khadija was not married immediately after the
proposition because she was still young).
They also managed to write the correct answer in question 12 item (c) (i), (ii),
and (iii). The candidates wrote the correct answers, as one of them wrote (i)
Wourma Amou était un marabout de Bandiagara réputé pour ses dons de
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divination, (ii) Wourma Amou demandait Hampâté d’adopter d’abord une
petite captive parce que cette adoption ouvrira la porte de la paternité pour
Hampâté. (iii) Oui, Hampâté a accepté le conseil. Il a recueilli
Niapandogoro, une femme captive qui allaitait une fillette de deux mois. This
indicates that the candidates understood the requirement of the question.
Furthermore in question 12 item (d) (i) and (ii) the candidates managed to
write the correct answers which were: Niapandogoro est une femme captive,
La petite fillette de Niapandogoro s’appelait Baya, but failed in item (d) (iii)
because the correct answer was La petite fillette avait deux mois quand
Hampâté l’a adoptée but one of them wrote an incorrect response as follows:
La petite fillette avait captive quand Hampâté l’a adoptee. This indicates that
he/she did not understand the requirement of the question.
Moreover, they failed to give the correct answer in item (e) (i) and (ii),
because they misunderstood the question, as one of them wrote (i) Les
ennemis de Hampâté ont appris qu’Anta N’Diobdi avait décidé de donner sa
fille à lui instead of the correct answer Les ennemis d’Hampâté n’étaient pas
contents quand ils ont appris qu’Anta N’Diobdi avait décidé de donner sa
fille à lui. While in item (e) (ii) the correct answer was Non, ils n’ont pas
accepté le mariage entre Khadidja et Hampâté. Ils ont cherché à l’empêcher
par tous les moyens the candidates did not understand the requirements of the
question as they provided a wrong response, as one of them answered: Ils ont
cherché accepté par tous les moyens. The candidates’ response analysis for
this question indicates that these candidates partially understood the question;
as a result they were able to respond correctly to some items and failed in
others. The Extract 12.1 is a sample of an average performed response.
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Extract 12.1: A sample of an average performed response for one of the
candidate’s.

In Extract 12.1 a candidate scored averagely in this question. He/she was able
to answer correctly some items and failed others.
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However, the candidates who scored low marks in this question did not
understand the passage and they did not have a good command of the French
Language. They lacked the skills in reading for comprehension. The analysis
indicates that they did not comprehend the passage because they lacked
vocabulary. Some of the candidates instead of answering the question just
copied words from the text; others copied the questions as answers. For
example, in question 12 item (c), candidates were asked to tell who was
Wourma Amou. The correct answer was il était un marabout de Bandiagara
réputé pour ses dons de devination (he was a witch doctor of Bandiagara
famous for his ability to forecast). Some candidates just copied sentences
from the text and gave as responses.
In question 12 item (f), the candidates were required to give the
meanings/synonyms of the underlined words/phrases. Many of the candidates
failed to answer this item because they lacked vocabulary. They also lacked
skills in reading for comprehension hence they ended by giving inappropriate
expression to the underlined words in the passage. The Extract 12.2 is a
sample of a poor response.
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Extract 12.1: A sample of a candidate’s poor response:

In Extract 12.1: a candidate responded incorrectly this question by copying the
words from the passage as an answer.
3.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATE’S PERFORMANCE
QUESTION IN 123/2 FRENCH LANGUAGE 2

PER

3.1

Question 1: Essay Writing
In this question the candidates were asked to write an essay by choosing a
town from a foreign country in the world that they would like to visit after
they have passed well in their form six National Examinations before going
to the University. The question required the candidates to give four reasons
of their choice.
Question 4: Vous venez de briller dans vos examens nationaux. Donc, vos
parents sont contents et pensent vous envoyer à l’étranger pour voir le
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monde. En ce cas, quelle ville du monde aimeriez-vous visiter avant d’aller à
l’Université. Pourquoi? Donnez quatre raisons seulement.
This question was attempted by 74.2 percent of the candidates, out of which
17.7 percent scored from 15 to 25 marks, which is a good performance; 20.6
percent scored 9 to 14.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 61.7
percent scored from 0 to 8.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was average, as 38.3
percent scored from 9 to 25 out of the 25 marks allotted to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 1.

Scores

17.7%

21.3%

0 - 8.5
9.5 - 14.5
15 - 25

20.6%
Figure 1: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 1.

The candidates who scored high marks in this question demonstrated the
ability to explain the reasons for choosing a town from a foreign country
where they would like to go for a short vacation. These candidates observed
the principles of essay writing by starting with an introduction, main body
and a conclusion. This indicates that the candidates had good command of
the French Language as they used appropriate vocabulary and grammar.
However, they failed to score all marks because of few grammatical errors
and lack of punctuation marks. The Extract 1.1 is a good response.
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Extract 1.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response
.
In Extract 1.1: a candidate wrote a good essay with few errors.
The analysis indicates that the candidates who scored low marks in this
question did not observe the principles of essay writing. Their essays lacked
introduction, main body and conclusion. In addition to that, they had essays
with a lot of grammatical errors. The candidates did not use the correct
punctuation marks. On top of that, they used inappropriate vocabulary to
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express their ideas in the French Language. In some cases, there were essays
which lacked connectors and paragraphs. There were candidates who
misinterpreted the requirements of the question. For example, one of the
candidates wrote an essay about the importance of the university instead of
writing an essay about the town of his/her choice. This indicates that the
candidates had poor command of French Language. The Extract 2.1 is a poor
response.

Extract 1.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.
In Extract 1.2: a candidate misinterpreted the question by writing on the
importance of the university.
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3.2

Question 2: Book Analysis
The question required the candidates to summarize a book they have read and
liked during their studies in form five and form six. On top of that, they were
required to give the moral of the story they had got from the book.
Question 2: Donnez un résumé d’un livre de français que vous avez lu et
beaucoup aimé pendant vos études et puis tirez la morale de l’histoire.
This question was attempted by 87.9 percent of the candidates, out of which
34.7 percent scored from 15 to 25 marks, which is a good performance; 43.1
percent scored 9 to 14.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 22.2
percent scored from 0 to 8.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 77.8
percent scored from 9 to 25 out of the 25 marks allotted to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 2.

The analysis shows that the candidates who scored high marks in this
question were able to summarize the book by explaining the key ideas found
in various chapters of the book. These candidates followed the rules and
principles of analyzing a book. For example, in the introductory part they
gave the title of the book, the name of the author as well as the year of
publication. On top of that, they were able to give the morals found in the
book.
Their points were well organized and well elaborated using proper
vocabulary and well-structured sentences. This indicates that they understood
the requirements of the question, they had a good command of the language,
and they had sufficient knowledge and skills in analyzing books. However,
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the candidates failed to score full marks due to some grammatical errors and
insufficient use of logical connectors. The Extract 2.1 is a good response.
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Extract 2.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 2.1: a candidate was able to write a good summary of a book with
few errors.
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On the other hand, the candidates who scored low marks failed to summarize
the book and were not able to give the morals of the book as required by the
question. Some of the candidates explained only the themes of the book and
others wrote a summary of the book which did not contain key ideas of the
book. The Extract 2.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 2.2: A sample of candidate’s poor response.
In Extract 2.2 a candidate wrote on the themes of the book instead of the
summary.
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3.3

Question 3: Friendly Letter Writing
In this question the candidates were required to write a letter to a French
friend called Susanne who lives in France telling her about the situation of
HIV in Tanzania. The candidates were instructed to use the name of
“Mawazo Mgeni”. The question tested the candidates’ ability to express
themselves by writing a friendly letter.
Question 3: Ecrivez une lettre à une amie au nom de Suzanne Jean qui vit en
France en lui expliquant l’état du SIDA en Tanzanie. Votre nom doit être
Mawazo Mgeni.
This question was attempted by 100 percent of the candidates, out of which
31.5 percent scored from 15 to 25 marks, which is a good performance; 43.6
percent scored from 9 to 14.5 marks, which is an average performance; and
24.9 percent scored from 0 to 8.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The
data analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, as 75.1
percent scored from 9 to 21 out of the 25 marks allotted to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 3.

According to the rules of writing a friendly letter in the French Language,
one should start with the name of place of the writer and the date. There
should be a comma between the name of place, the date and the month. The
month should start with a small letter preceded by a definite article le as
shown below:
Place, date
Arusha, le 30 mai 2019
Another rule is to write salutations on the left hand side of the letter such as:
Cher ami/mon cher ami/bonjour/salut.
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Salutations are followed by the main body which always contains the purpose
of writing the friendly letter. Before concluding the letter, there are special
expressions which are supposed to be used such as:
Je t’embrasse/A bientôt/Bien à toi/ Gros bisou, etc.
The last part of the friendly letter should have the name of the writer and this
is normally written at the centre.
The candidates with high marks in this question were able to observe the
format of a friendly letter, hence they wrote it correctly. For example, they
demonstrated good use of appropriate expressions used in writing a friendly
letter. For example the date, town, salutations and the name of the writer
were also written in proper positions. Moreover, the vocabulary and tenses
used in most cases were correct and punctuation marks were put in proper
places. However, the candidates could not score all marks because of few
spelling mistakes and grammatical errors. The Extract 3.1 is a sample of a
good response.
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Extract 3.1: A sample of a good response.
In Extract 3.1 a candidate managed to write a good friendly letter with few
errors.
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The candidates who scored low marks lacked sufficient knowledge on
writing a friendly letter. Some of the candidates seemed to lack enough
vocabulary, knowledge and skills. Their sentences had a lot of grammatical
errors and spelling mistakes. This shows that the candidates had poor mastery
of the French Language. The Extract 3.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 3.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.
In Extract 3.2: A candidate failed to write a friendly letter.
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3.4

Question 4: Creative Writing (Story)
In this question, the candidates were required to narrate a story which
interested them and that should end with an expression “I will never forget
that day”.
Question 4: Ecrivez un conte qui vous a paru intéressant mais qui termine
par: “Je n’oublierai jamais ce jour.”
This question was attempted by 60.5 percent of the candidates, out of which
23.5 percent scored from 15 to 25 marks, which is a good performance; 43.5
percent scored 9 to 14.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 33.0
percent scored from 0 to 8.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was good, since 67.0
percent scored from 9 to 25 out of the 25 marks allotted to the question. This
performance is summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 4.

The analysis of the candidates’ responses shows that the candidates who
scored high marks in this question were able to narrate the story that
appeared interesting to them. These candidates followed the principles of
essay writing by starting with a title of the story, an introduction, a main body
and a conclusion. They gave logical ideas that were well-arranged and well
elaborated by using proper vocabulary and grammar. They also used
comprehensible language. This indicates that they had sufficient vocabulary
and skills in creative writing. The Extract 4.1 is a sample of a good response.
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Extract 4.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.
In Extract 4.1 a candidate wrote a good story with few errors.
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The candidates who scored low marks in this question lacked sufficient
knowledge and skills in story writing. They also demonstrated poor
command of the French Language. Most of the candidates’ stories in this
category had a lot of spelling mistakes, grammatical errors, incorrect tenses
and improper use of punctuation marks. These candidates ignored the number
of words and did not use the connectors which led them to write disorganized
essays. In addition to that, they failed to follow the principles of essay
writing; their stories had no title, introduction, and conclusion.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that the candidates who scored 0
misinterpreted the question by responding contrary to the demand of the
question. Some of the candidates wrote a story without ending it with the
expression “I will not forget that day”. The Extract 4.2 is a sample of a poor
response.

Extract 4.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response.
In Extract 4.2 a candidate misinterpreted the question by writing a story
about the importance of her/his mother in her/his family.
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3.5

Question 5: Essay Writing
In this question, the candidates were asked to comment on the situation of
drug abuse in Tanzania due to the fact that it is a worldwide problem. This
question tested the candidates’ ability to write and express their thoughts
fluently and logically in the French language.
Question 5: La drogue est un problème mondial. Comment voyez-vous la
situation en Tanzanie? Proposez quatre solutions.
This question was attempted by 77.9 percent of the candidates, out of which
14.2 percent scored from 15 to 21 marks, which is a good performance; 43.9
percent scored 9 to 14.5 marks, which is an average performance; and 41.9
percent scored from 0 to 8.5 marks, which is a poor performance. The data
analysis shows that the performance for this question was average, as 58.1
percent scored from 9 to 25 out of the 25 marks allotted to the question. The
performance is summarized in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The Candidates’ Performance in Question 5.

The candidates who scored high marks in this question were able to explain
the position and status of drug abuse in Tanzania. They gave detailed
explanation on the situation of drug abuse in Tanzania while adhering to the
principles of essay writing. The candidates had sufficient vocabulary and
writing skills which helped them to write a good essay which had an
introduction, main body and the conclusion. In the introduction part, they
wrote the meaning and causes of drug abuse and explained well the situation
of drug abuse in Tanzania. In the main body, the candidates presented the
solutions of combating drug abuse. Finally, in the conclusion, these
candidates suggested how to rescue the situation”. The Extract 5.1 is a sample
of a good response.
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Extract 5.1: A sample of a candidate’s good response.

In Extract 5.1: a candidate wrote a good essay with few errors.
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The candidates who scored low marks in this question provided arguments
which were not clear and not well elaborated. They wrote sentences with a lot
of grammatical errors and they ignored the use of punctuation marks. On top
of that, they used improper vocabulary and grammar. This indicates that the
candidates lacked sufficient knowledge and skills in essay writing. Some of
the candidates scored low marks for failing to understand the requirements of
the question. The Extract 5.2 is a sample of a poor response.

Extract 5.2: A sample of a candidate’s poor response

In Extract 5.2: a candidate did not understand the requirement of the question
and ended up by writing an essay on the problems facing the world instead of
the problem of drug abuse in the world.
In addition to that, some of the candidates who scored low marks in this
question understood the requirements of the question but they were not able
to express themselves in French. For example, one of the candidates tried to
write an essay but could not produce a comprehensible essay due to an
incorrect selection of vocabulary. This indicates that they lacked vocabulary
to express themselves. The Extract 5.3 is a sample of a poor response.
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Extract 5.3: A sample of a candidate’s poor response

In Extract 5.3 a candidate understood the requirement of the question but failed to
express himself/herself due to lack of vocabulary.
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4.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE PER TOPIC
The analysis of candidates’ responses in different topics indicates that the
candidates in general performed well in the topics of Book report
(Literature), Language Use, Short Story Writing and Translation. The good
performance was attributed to the candidates’ ability to understand the
requirements of the questions, ability to express their opinion using the
French Language, their sufficient knowledge and skills in written expression
and ability to understand the grammatical rules, tenses and moods in the
French Language.
Furthermore, the topics of Essay Writing, Letter Writing and Comprehension
were averagely performed because some of the candidates misinterpreted the
questions. They also lacked vocabulary and had insufficient skills in Essay
Writing, Letter Writing and Comprehension.
The candidates’ performance is summarized in the Appendix where green
colour represents good performance, yellow colour represents average
performance and red colour represents poor performance.
The comparison of the candidates’ performance in ACSEE 2018 and ACSEE
2019 shows that the performance in the ACSEE 2019 has improved in all the
topics, especially in the topics of Short Story Writing which has changed
from average to good and Translation which has changed from poor to good.

5.0

CONCLUSION
The overall analysis of the questions shows that, the candidates’ performance
in the French Language was good, although there were candidates who
scored averagely. The analysis indicates that these candidates had inadequate
vocabulary which hindered them from expressing themselves clearly in the
French Language. Some of them failed to apply different principles used in
transformational questions, and others misinterpreted the questions.
Therefore, in order to improve the candidates’ performance, more efforts
should be put in the topics of Tenses and Moods, and Comprehension which
were averagely performed.
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6.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to improve in the ACSEE performance of the candidates, it is
recommended that:
6.1 Candidates should be encouraged to read books or short stories in order
to acquire enough vocabulary that will enable them to express
themselves and write good essays and letters confidently in the French
Language without any difficulty.
6.2 Candidates should be guided on how to answer questions pertaining to
Comprehension by giving them different types of texts to read with a
view of improving their comprehension skills.
6.3 Teachers should use various teaching methodologies in order to motivate
students to write good essays by giving them different titles, photos and
images in order to improve Essay and Letter Writing.
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Appendix

Remarks

Percentage of
Candidates who
Scored an Average
of 35% and Above

Percentage of
Candidates who
Scored an Average
of 35% and Above

Total Number of
Questions

A Comparison of the Candidates’ Performance in Each Topic Between
ACSEE 2018 and ACSEE 2019
S/n
Topic
2018
2019
Remarks

1.

Book
Report
(Literatur
e)

1

83.9

Good

77.8

Good

2.

Essay &
Letter
Writing

3

40.43

Average

57.2

Average

3.

Short
Story
Writing

1

37

Average

67.0

Good

4.

Language
Use

10

67.54

Good

79.7

Good

5.

Comprehe
nsion

1

49.4

Average

54.8

Average

6.

Translation

1

19.8

Poor

66.7

Good
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